MIRA
INSPIRED
FIND YOUR
INSPIRATION
Find all the inspiration,
style tips and advice for
your new bathroom.

ENHANCE
YOUR
EVERYDAY
With over 90 years of heritage,
discover what makes Mira the
UK’s No.1 shower brand.

AWARD-WINNING
PRODUCTS
Discover our portfolio of award-winning
products, designed with you in mind.

Water. We’ve learnt
from every droplet.
90 years of curiosity. Of studying the behaviour of water. Learning how to think
like it. We’ve learnt how to squeeze it together, speed it up and slow it down.
We’ve made it go further and faster. We’ve discovered how to use it responsibly
and even made it three times more powerful. But most of all, it has given us the
knowledge to shape our designs and continually shape the future of showering.

90 year heritage
1921
James MacFarlane Walker founds
Walker Crosweller & Co.

1937
Manufacturing base
established in Cheltenham

1950
Leonard mixing valves become ‘standard’
equipment for shower facilities in
schools, hospitals and industry

1986
Company changes its name
to Caradon Mira Limited

2001
Mira Showers are
bought by Kohler Co.

2009
Mira launch the first wireless
digital shower Mira Platinum

2017
Mira Flight Safe tray is
awarded the Queen’s Award
for Enterprise: Innovation
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1936
UK launch of ‘Leonard’
thermostatic mixing valves

1939-45
Exclusive supplier of shower valves
for World War II military personnel

1976
Miralec 7TS electric
shower launched with
temperature stabilisation

1995
Mira Advance Thermostatic electric
shower is introduced. The first
thermostatic electric shower range

2004
Revolutionary Mira Flight
shower tray is launched

2011
State-of-the-art manufacturing
facility is built in Hull
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Pride in our
UK manufacturing.
What really sets us apart is that we design, manufacture and
assemble our products here in the UK. In fact, we’re one
of the largest investors in research and development in the
consumer durable sector. We 100% test every product –
even down to spare parts – before it leaves our factory.
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Research & Development
Our commitment to research and development
is integral to ensuring that we design and
manufacture meaningful products. Whether it’s
creating cutting-edge designs, researching the
latest technologies and then developing them
or, simply moulding the future of showering
through ground-breaking innovation –
we work tirelessly so that your showering
experience is the best it possibly can be.

Innovation
Innovation remains at the heart of Mira.
Understandably, we are pretty protective
of our work, so you’ll notice our patented
technologies throughout our product ranges.
It’s this dedication to developing exclusive

technologies, which has made Mira the
biggest contributor to the British showering
industry in the last 90 years. We use state-ofthe-art manufacturing processes at both our
Cheltenham and Hull sites, with a focus on
significantly improving productivity through
a lean approach with dedicated teams
supporting and ensuring quality throughout.

Testing
To ensure that your showering experience is
the best it can be, we test every product –
even down to spare parts – before it leaves
our factory. Our testing exceeds the industry
recommendations. It’s our commitment to you,
so you can have complete peace of mind.

Better by
Design.
We employ a user insight driven approach;
and it’s this, combined with our commitment
to design and innovation, which makes
Mira so different. We go to great lengths
to understand the wants and needs of
consumers, before we go anywhere near a
sketch pad. When you do that, you create
products of real worth. That’s our focus. It’s
what makes our products better by design.
Innovation runs through everything we do. Not just through
our products but innovation in our design and manufacturing
processes too. We have over 70 patents registered and we
continue with applications, ensuring that we protect our work.
Our development process is about connecting people. It’s
about connecting our experts with the people that we’re
designing for. That’s why we invest in consumer research
and rigorous testing, to hear from our end-users and adapt
our products accordingly, to suit their needs. It’s a rigorous,
analytical process. One that we won’t stop until we can
truly ensure the product is worthy of the Mira name.
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Award-winning products
We are in pursuit of showering perfection. Our belief is that products should
not only have market-leading performance, but also award-winning design.
Our award-winning portfolio includes showers, taps, accessories and trays.

Mira Switch Showerhead
The Red Dot jury concluded that the Mira
Switch showerhead was amongst the best
achievements in international product
design and true to their motto of ‘in search
of excellence’. Its 4 unique spray experiences
offer great flexibility to the user (see p. 81).

Mira Mode Digital Shower
Mira Mode was awarded the Red Dot design
award for its sleek, minimalist look. The award
was even more special, given that Mira Mode
is the first Mira shower to come with a bespoke
app (see p. 20), adding greater usability
and flexibility for the user and installer.
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Mira Fluency Bathroom Tap
Demonstrating the highest quality and
innovative strength in design, the Mira
Fluency tap was selected from almost
5,000 entries to be awarded the coveted
Red Dot design award (see p. 75).

Mira Flight Safe Shower Tray
Regarded as one of the UK’s most prestigious
business awards, the Queen’s Awards for
Enterprise celebrates and promotes business
excellence in the UK. The Mira Flight Safe
tray was awarded the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise: Innovation in 2017, for its marketleading anti-slip tray surface (see p. 67).
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Showers.
It’s what we
do best.
Water has always been at the heart of
everything we do. We’ve learnt from
it, each and every droplet. Explore our
range of products designed to enhance
your experience of water, everyday.

Types of shower
We know that finding the right shower isn’t always straightforward and
it can be difficult to know where to start – below is a brief overview of
the shower types we offer. We’ve also created a short film explaining
the different shower types which is available on our website.
02

01

Electric Showers
Electric showers take water from your cold water supply
and heat it by passing the water over a built-in heating
element, in the same way as a kettle. All Mira electric
showers have our unique Mira Clearscale™ technology,
which reduces the build-up of limescale by up to 50%.
A longer-lasting and better performing shower for you.
Find out more on page 47

01
02
03
04
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Mira Vie Electric Shower
Mira Platinum Digital Shower
Mira Atom Mixer Shower
Mira Event XS Power Shower

Digital Showers
Digital showers take water from your hot and cold supplies
and electronically mix them to create your ideal temperature.
Mira digital showers are packed with technology and innovative
features which provide the ultimate showering control.
Find out more on page 17
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Power Showers
Although similar in appearance to an electric
shower, power showers operate in the same
way as a mixer shower by blending water
from both your hot and cold supplies. Unlike
electrics, they rely on a hot water supply and
use an integral pump to boost the water flow.
Find out more on page 61
If you are looking to replace your power shower, we
recommend exploring our mixer or digital range to
maximise showering performance and experience.

Mixer Showers

03

Mixer showers take water from your hot and cold
supplies and mix them to create the perfect temperature.
All Mira mixer showers include our revolutionary
Mira Magni‑flo™ technology delivering up to 3x more
water flow even at low pressure. No-compromise
performance for sensational experience.
Find out more on page 27
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Ultimate
control at your
fingertips.
Welcome to the future of showering.
The Mira Mode, with digital technology,
offers you ultimate control.

Digital Showers
Precise control at the touch of a button. Like mixer showers,
digital showers take water from your hot and cold supplies and
electronically mix them to create your ideal temperature.

Welcome to
the future of
showering.
In the Mira digital shower range, you will find
award‑winning products, the latest technology and
stylish options to suit your bathroom. There are
single and dual outlet digital showers available, as
well as wired and wireless controller options.
Wireless digital showers give you added flexibility,
as the controller talks wirelessly to the digital mixer
valve. This means you can choose where you position
your shower contoller. An additional shower controller
can be purchased, and positioned up to 10m away
from the valve, meaning you can even put it next
to your bed for additional comfort and ease.
Wired digital showers, such as the Mira Mode, offer
you the same digital technology as wireless digital
showers, just with a different installation.
Over the following pages you will find an overview
of our digital showers – to see the full range
search for digital showers on our website.

Mira Platinum digital shower
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Wireless
control at your
fingertips.
The Mira Platinum digital shower range
is the ultimate in luxurious showering.
Wireless digital control at your
fingertips – adjust your temperature
at the touch of a button, and rotate
the controller to fine tune your flow.
Turn on before you step in
Our welcoming warm-up mode means your
digital shower will pre-heat the water to
your ideal temperature. It will then pause
until you are ready to step in, giving you
the perfect showering experience.

Eco showering
Keep track of the time whilst you shower with
the digital clock display. When you select the
Eco function, the display will show the 5 minute
timer – an easy way to watch your water usage.

Double the experience
Two heads are better than one – choose
the Mira Platinum Dual for the ultimate
in spa-like showering. Enjoy double the
performance with both a deluge and separate
handshower working simultaneously.
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Make life flow.
Introducing the Mira Mode digital
shower which is designed with
you in mind. Whether you’re
kick‑starting your day or looking to
unwind, there is a Mira Mode spray
experience for you. Discover precise
control at the push of a button –
it’s digital temperature control with
luxurious, minimalist styling.
Personalise your experience
The innovative Mira Mode is easily personalised
using the free Mira Mode app. Simply
download on your smartphone to personalise
your shower settings including switching the
shower on/off via the app. If you’re looking to
save on your water usage, you can easily set
the shower duration. Plus, for added safety,
simply programme the maximum temperature –
ideal for those with young children.

Bathfill options
Create up to 10 personalised bath settings
with your Mira Mode Bathfill. So whether
it’s a hot, luxurious soak or getting the
kids ready for bed, you can experience
the perfect bath time and time again.

Added flexibility
There is also an additional remote control
that enables you to switch the shower
on/off from outside the showering area
which is included as standard.
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Make life flow

Mira Mode Digital Shower
Smart, simple showering. The new Mira Mode digital shower gives you
precise control at the push of a button, providing digital temperature
control with luxurious, minimalist style. The controller features slick
LED indicator lights which flash whilst the shower is warming up, and
then remain on once the water has reached the desired temperature
Easily personalise your showering experience with
the free Mira Mode app; its features include switching
your shower on/off, setting the shower duration and
maximum temperature, for added safety.
To find out more and to watch our Mira Mode
film visit www.mirashowers.co.uk
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A spa-like
sanctuary.
When the pace of life is speeding
up, it becomes more important
than ever to take a step back and
relax. The bathroom should be a
place you can turn to; a tranquil
haven away from the stresses of
the day. Here’s some inspiration to
create that spa-like sanctuary.
The real luxury of going to a spa is that everything
is done for you, and there is no need to lift a finger.
Our wireless digital showers give you complete
control over the temperature and flow, and you
can even use the wireless controller to operate
the shower from outside the bathroom. Imagine
having your shower ready and waiting for you
in the morning at the right temperature before
you have even stepped foot out of bed? Bliss.

Over-head deluge
So, when you are designing your ultimate spalike environment, the best place to start is with
the shower. The Mira Vision dual digital shower
is the perfect way to really escape, under the
drenching deluge showerhead; or for true
invigoration to kick-start your day, try both
showerheads at once. The Mira 360 showerhead
(see p. 82) has 4 unique spray experiences – each
will stimulate your senses in a different way, so
you can choose the spray that suits your mood.
01
02
03
04
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Mira Flight Walk-in shower tray
Mira Beat deluge showerhead
Mira 360 showerhead
Mira Vision Dual digital controller

01

02

Wet-room experience
To truly enhance the experience,
ensure that the showering area is as
free from clutter as possible. Integrate
the Mira Vision Dual shower in to a
wet-room environment and all of a
sudden you have a bathroom that is
free from shower doors, which feels
more spacious and relaxing, just
like the great outdoors. Incorporate
the Mira Leap Walk-in enclosure
to complete the wet-room look.

03

04

Instead of hanging towels on hooks
and radiators, keep them neatly
rolled and stored openly on shelves.
The use of natural materials in
your spa bathroom is essential to
give it that connection with nature,
think about using real stone tiling,
hardwood furniture and shelves as
well as adding decorative touches
such as shells, stones and flowers.
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SPA‑LIKE
BATHROOM
To create your own spa-like sanctuary in the bathroom, begin with a dual outlet digital
shower, such as the Mira Vision Dual. Next, opt for complementary Mira Precision
taps which add effortless class. Finally, for larger bathroom spaces, the Mira Leap
Walk-in enclosure and Mira Flight Walk-in shower tray are the perfect fit.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your own
spa‑like bathroom project. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87.
For more design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira Vision Dual

Mira Precision

Mira Precision

Ceiling Fed Digital Shower

Monobloc Tap

Bath Filler Tap

Mira Leap

Mira Flight

Walk-in Enclosure

Walk-in Shower Tray
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The UK’s most
powerful
mixer showers.
Every Mira mixer shower comes complete
with our Mira Magni‑flo™ technology,
which delivers up to 3x more flow
compared to competitor products.

Mixer Showers
Mixer showers are ideal if you have lots of stored hot water
and, if you have a high pressure system, a mixer shower should
give you a more powerful flow than an electric. We believe in
no-compromise performance for sensational experience.

The UK’s most
powerful mixer
showers.
Mixer showers take water from your hot
and cold supplies, combining them to
create the perfect temperature.
Finding your ideal mixer shower can be a tricky
process so we’ve made it easier by simplifying your
style choices. So whether you are looking to replace
your existing shower like-for-like or are starting a new
bathroom project, it’s easy to find the one that suits
your bathroom style. Discover dual outlet bar valve
and built-in options when you view the full Mira mixer
range online or at the end of the brochure (see p. 89).

Up to 3x more flow, even at low pressure
Experience the UK’s most powerful mixer showers.
Every Mira mixer shower comes complete with
Mira Magni‑flo™ technology, which delivers up to 3x
more flow compared to competitor products. This
patented technology ensures that the route of the water
flow is a smooth as possible. Much in the same way as
a Formula 1 racing car on a track, we ensure that the
water has the ultimate streamlined route through the
mixing valve, meaning the water reaches the showerhead
as quickly as possible without losing its speed.
Although you can’t see it, you’ll feel the difference.
Over the following pages you will find an overview
of our mixer showers – to see the full range
search for mixer showers on our website.

Mira Miniluxe ERD mixer shower
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Mini-size.
Our mini-mixers deliver a sensational water flow, with a compact, minimalist
design. With Mira Magni-flo™ technology, the Mira Minilite range delivers up
to 3x more water flow than similar mixer showers whilst saving space in the
showering enclosure. Ideal for a small, contemporary bathroom or en‑suite.
ACTUAL SIZE
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Maximum
performance.
Alternatively, the Mira Agile range is compact,
powerful and stylish. The range includes options
with accessories, such as a Soap or Store module,
so there is a the Mira Agile to suit you.
ACTUAL SIZE

01

02

01 Mira Minilite EV mixer shower
02 Mira Honesty single lever basin monobloc
03 Mira Agile Store EV+ mixer shower
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03

Space-saving
bathroom design.
Having a small bathroom or en-suite can
feel restricting when it comes to designing
your home. Here are some ideas to help
maximise your bathroom space:
When space is at a premium, reflective surfaces should
be considered. By adding either a sheet of mirror glass
or metallic finish tiles, light will be reflected around the
room giving the perception of that essential extra space.
Installing complementary fixtures and fittings will provide
any bathroom with a consistent theme throughout,
which can help to make the room feel really special.
In a small bathroom, these fixtures and fittings need to
be as discreet as possible to give the appearance of a
larger space. Sleek and minimalist fittings such as the
Mira Minilite mixer shower maximises the space in your
shower, as its design makes it as unobtrusive as possible.
Explore your enclosure options; if you have a small or
alcove space then a Pivot or Bi-fold Mira Leap enclosure
could be the answer for you. The inward-opening
doors are a great space-saving solution. Plus, there are
respective Mira Flight shower trays to complete the look.
The finishing touches make all of the difference – taps being
the perfect decorative piece. When you’ve decided on the
key parts of your design, browse the Mira Aspects Collection
and find the style that suits your look. The Mira Honesty
tap range is a great addition to any minimalist bathroom,
with the hard angles on the tap reflecting the style as a whole.
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SPACE‑SAVING
BATHROOM
For a smaller showering space, the Mira Minilite mixer shower is the perfect space-saving option.
This mini-mixer won’t compromise on performance and achieves the sought-after, minimalist look.
To complete the look, simply pair with the Mira Evolve taps range; choose from basin pillar or
Monobloc taps, and complement with the bath filler from the range. Simple, yet effective.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your own
space-saving bathroom project. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87.
For more design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira Minilite

Mira Bathscreen

Mixer Shower

Square

Mira Evolve

Mira Evolve

Monobloc Basin Tap

Bath/Shower Mixer Tap
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Traditional
bathroom
design.
01

02

03

When you are redesigning
any room, it is important to
understand the space and how
you can make the most of your
layout. Here are a few hints
and tips to help create your
perfect traditional bathroom.
Shower
When beginning the project, make
sure that the shower is at the top of
your list. After all, it not only needs
to look good, but give you a great
showering experience every day.
When a traditional design is what you
are looking to achieve, the Mira Realm
mixer shower is the ideal option with its
beautiful classical design and polished
chrome finish. For a spa-like experience,
choose the Mira Realm ERD which
has both the overhead and separate
handheld shower, for added practicality.

01
02
03
04

Mira Revive basin monobloc tap
Mira Realm ER mixer shower
Mira Virtue bath/shower mixer tap
Mira Virtue basin monobloc tap

Walk-in shower space
For a luxurious, open plan bathroom
space it is worth considering a walk-in
shower. This option can be achieved
using the Mira Leap divider panel and
Mira Flight Safe walk-in tray, effortlessly
creating space within your bathroom and
providing a clean and uncluttered look.

Taps

04

The style of tap in your bathroom is a
simple way to bring your room together.
For your traditional bathroom look,
it must be the Mira Virtue range; this
product includes authentic Victorian
features, such as ceramic glazed
markers for both hot and cold, making
the taps the ideal solution for a
bathroom designed with a traditional
feel. Discover whether basin, bath,
bath/shower mixer solutions are best
suited to your needs. Whilst taps are
a necessity, they are also accessories
to the bathroom so their design
can hugely influence the room.
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TRADITIONAL
BATHROOM
Often a bathroom’s main function is one of practicality, yet it doesn’t mean that you
have to compromise on style. Achieve the perfect traditional style family bathroom
with the Mira Realm ERD mixer shower; this dual outlet shower provides the ultimate
practicality whilst looking classically stylish. Complete the look with a Mira Flight Safe
Quadrant tray, designed for safer showering, and the Mira Leap Quadrant enclosure.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your own
traditional bathroom project. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87.
For more design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira Realm ERD

Mira Virtue

Mira Virtue

Mixer Shower with diverter

Basin Pillar Taps

Bath Pillar Taps

Mira Leap

Mira Flight Low

Extended Quadrant Enclosure

Large Quadrant Tray
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More power,
bar none.
With separate flow and temperature
controls, Mira Relate EV makes it easy
to fine tune your perfect shower.

EVERYDAY FAMILY
BATHROOM
Often the primary function of a family bathroom is practicality. This everyday family bathroom is
both functional and stylish. Begin with the minimalist Mira React EV, and add the complementary
Mira Comfort taps. To complete the look, the Mira Leap bathscreen is both stylish and easy to clean.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your own
family bathroom. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87. For more
design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira React EV

Mira Bathscreen

Mixer Shower

Twin

Mira Comfort

Mira Comfort

Monobloc Basin Tap

Bath Pillar Taps
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Our electric
showers live
longer.
Mira Clearscale™ technology reduces
the build‑up of limescale by up to 50%,
meaning a longer-lasting and better
performing electric shower.

Electric
Showers
Reliable, affordable, stylish: we have
designed our range of Mira electric showers
to be as individual as your bathroom.

Showering on
demand.
Electric showers take water from your cold
water supply and heat it by passing the
water over a built-in heating element.
For a stylish electric shower with great performance,
discover the Mira Galena range (see p. 55) with 4 different
fascia options or, if you are looking for a hassle-free
replacement option, look no further than our Multi‑fit
products, including the Mira Jump Multi‑fit, which is
designed to easily retrofit over your existing electric
shower, no matter what it is. Plus, if you are designing
your bathroom on a budget, explore our affordable
electric showers including the reliable Mira Vie.
Over the following pages you will find an overview
of our electric showers – to see the full range
search for electric showers on our website.

Mira Galena Slate electric shower
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Give your
shower a
boost.
Mira Airboost™ technology increases
the flow of water by up to 30%
and is available exclusively with
the Mira Sport Max to guarantee a
sensational, powerful performance.

The UK’s best selling
electric shower range.
Mira Sport has been the first choice electric shower for over 20 years.
Discover the full range – including thermostatic and multi-fit options on our website.

Safer showering
For the ultimate in safe showering,
look no further than the Mira Sport
Thermostatic range. Its thermostatic
temperature control, keeps the
showering temperature stable to within
a degree, for complete peace of mind.

Consistent performance
Mira Opti-floTM technology
cleverly keeps the water flow
consistent, irrespective of any
changes in water pressure.

Ultimate flexibility
When you’re looking to replace
your existing electric shower, a
Mira Sport Multi-fitTM could be the
solution for you. In choosing a multi-fit
option, it doesn’t matter which electric
shower you are replacing, making it
the hassle-free replacement solution.
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COMPLETE FAMILY
BATHROOM
Designing a bathroom that suits all the family’s needs can often feel like a challenge. Start with
a reliable electric shower like the Mira Sport Max with Airboost™; this electric shower is the UK’s
most powerful and will provide you with reliable performance. Next, choose a Mira Leap shower
enclosure and the complementary Mira Flight shower tray that best suits your space. Add the
finishing touches with the family-friendly, easy to use Mira Comfort basin pillar taps. If you also have
a bath, the Comfort Bath/Shower mixer makes bath time easier with its handheld showerhead.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your own
complete family bathroom project. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87.
For more design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira Sport Max

Mira Comfort

Mira Comfort

Electric Shower

Basin Pillar Taps

Bath Shower Mixer Tap

Mira Leap

Mira Flight

Mira Flight Safe

Extended Quadrant Enclosure

Wall Panels

Large Quadrant Tray
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Challenge the

The Mira Galena range has 4 unique designs, each as individual as your bathroom look.
Discover the sleek Black Flock or Slate finishes, which instantly add a touch of class.

status quo.

Alternatively, opt for the lighter, calmer tones of Light Stone or Silver Glass
which perfectly complement a more serene bathroom setting.
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CONTEMPORARY
BATHROOM

To create a contemporary, minimalist bathroom space, look to create clean lines. The Mira Azora
electric shower creates a striking centrepiece for your bathroom, especially when paired with a
Mira bathscreen which accentuates its clean, crisp edges. For the finishing touches, look no further than
the Mira Evolve tap range. Its geometric design is perfectly suited to your contemporary bathroom.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your
own contemporary bathroom. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87.
For more design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira Azora Glass

Mira Bathscreen

Electric Shower

Square

Mira Evolve

Mira Evolve

Monobloc Basin Tap

Bath Shower Mixer Tap
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Optimised
Performance.
Mira Elite QT is ideal for low water pressure systems.
Plus with the clever Mira Clean-flo™ filter,
this pumped electric shower is easy to maintain –
perfect for those living in hard water areas.

Power
Showers
Suited to a low pressure system and a plentiful
supply of hot water, Mira power showers use an
integral pump to boost the water flow.

Performance,
even at low
pressure.
Power showers mix water from both your
hot and cold supplies to create your
desired temperature. Suited to a low
pressure system and a plentiful supply
of hot water, Mira power showers use an
integral pump to boost the water flow.
Whether you choose a thermostatic or manual option,
Mira power showers deliver a powerful and exhilarating
spray, even at low pressure. If you’re looking to
replace an existing power shower, we recommend
exploring our Mira mixer or digital shower ranges
to discover all your powerful shower options.

Improve your existing shower
If you’re looking to create a powerful showering
experience, then a mixer shower with a Mira pump
could be the combination for you. Search for
shower pumps on our website for more information.

Mira Vigour power shower
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Complete the look.
Whilst we are specialists in designing and manufacturing showers,
our passion for innovation has led us to explore other bathroom products.
So, for your full bathroom project, it’s easy to complete the look with Mira.
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#1 Shower

#2 Shower Enclosure

#3 Shower Tray

First, choose your shower.
Arguably the most important
feature in your room, it’s important
that it not only looks good,
but performs well. If you’re
unsure which type of shower
you can have on your water
system, watch the ‘Shower Types
Explained’ film on our website.
Choose from traditional or
contemporary styles, depending
on your bathroom look.

Next, choose your shower
enclosure. The Mira Leap
enclosure range comes in a
variety of sizes and configurations.
From space-saving Bi-fold
and Pivot doors to luxurious
Walk-in enclosures, browse
the range on page 65.

Once you’ve chosen your
enclosure, find the complementary
Mira Flight tray. The Mira Flight
range features Mira Flight Low,
which is a super‑slim 40mm
tray, and the award‑winning
Mira Flight Safe, which
features market‑leading
anti-slip technology.

#4 Taps

#5 Wall Panels

#6 Accessories

Choose the taps that complete
your look. The Mira Aspects
Collection features 7 unique
designs in basin, bath and
bath/shower mixer variations.

For a hassle-free alternative
to tiles, it’s easy to complete
your bathroom with Mira
wall panels. For design
inspiration turn to page 53.

Sometimes the smallest
touches make all the difference.
Browse our full accessories
range including showerheads,
fittings kits and shower
hoses on our website.
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Complete your
shower space.
With 6 different configurations to
choose from, it’s easy to find the
enclosure to fit your bathroom space.
CleanCoat® technology
All Mira enclosures are easy to install and
effortless to maintain with CleanCoat ® technology,
an invisible glass-coating technology which
makes them incredibly easy to clean. Plus, for
complete peace of mind, every Mira Leap
enclosure comes with a lifetime guarantee.

Space-saving shower enclosures
When space is at a premium create a lighter,
brighter bathroom with our Mira Leap Bi-Fold
shower enclosure. Its inward‑opening doors
maximise your space, making it perfectly suited
to an en‑suite or small contemporary bathroom.

Elegant look, practical features
Our enclosures aren’t just stylishly designed, they
are designed to your needs. The Mira Leap Sliding
Door enclosure is complete with quick release
rollers, making cleaning even easier. Perfect for
a recessed shower space or a family bathroom.

Spa-like luxury
Create a luxurious, open feel to your bathroom
with our Mira Leap Walk-in enclosure. It’s an
effortless way to create the perfect wet-room
look or as a bath replacement option (see p. 25).

Shower
Enclosures
Designed to make a statement in any bathroom, our Mira Leap
shower enclosures are strong, durable and stylish. From the premium
chrome detailing to invisible fixings, we’ve designed down to the
last detail. To find the right enclosure for you, visit our website.
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Award‑winning
safety.
Regarded as one of the UK’s most prestigious
business awards – the Mira Flight Safe shower tray
was awarded the Queen’s Award for Enterprise:
Innovation in 2017, for its market‑leading
anti-slip tray surface.

30°

CL ASS

C

CL ASS B
CL ASS A

Ramp test for barefoot

Shower Trays
Lighter, stronger, safer. With the ultimate in slimline and safe designs,
we have the tray solution for you. All our Mira Flight shower trays are built
to last – made from durable, acrylic‑capped resin stone they are scratch
and chip resistant. To find the right shower tray for you, visit our website.

Shapes to suit
your space.
Tough enough to absorb anything
life can throw at them, each tray
features BioCote® technology,
which reduces bacteria and
mould growth by up to 99.9%.
Antibacterial technology
Our Mira Flight tray range features BioCote®
technology, designed to protect your shower tray.
By reducing bacteria and mould growth by up to
99.9%, it’s another way that we’ll help you keep your
bathroom looking as good as the day you bought it.

Perfect wet-room look
One of the lowest trays on the market at an
impressive, slim 40mm depth, our Mira Flight Low
trays are as strong as they are stylish. Built from
robust acrylic-capped resin, they offer an effortless
way to create the perfect wet-room look.

Award-winning safety
Recently awarded the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise: Innovation, our Mira Flight Safe trays
exceed the most stringent anti-slip tests in the UK.
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Independent
living.
Making your bathroom safe, doesn’t mean
compromising on style. Whether you’re
designing a bathroom with later life in mind,
or wanting to ensure a safe bathroom for
the younger generations, we have the
Mira Independent Living range to help.

Replace your bath
When safety is front of mind, slipping in
the bath can be a concern. For peace
of mind, you may want to remove
the bath and replace with more of
a wet‑room look. To help achieve
this, choose the award‑winning
Mira Flight Safe shower tray, made from
durable acrylic‑capped resin stone.
It is covered in our exclusive Mira Safe
coating and exceeds the most stringent
independently tested anti-slip tests
(passing at the highest grade – Class C).
To create that near wet-room look,
opt for the Mira Flight Safe Walk-in
tray and complementary Mira Leap
Walk-in enclosure or divider panel.
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03

01
01
02
03
04

Mira Flight Safe shower tray
Mira 500mm grab rail
Mira Premium shower seat
Mira Advance Flex electric shower

All things considered
For the ultimate in safe showering, look no
further than the Mira Advance electric shower.
Supported by 20 years of heritage, this electric
shower has been considered in minute detail,
featuring our market leading technologies, such
as Mira Clearscale Pro™, as well as approvals
including BEAB Care and RNIB. Mira Advance
features a large, easy press power button to
make shower control easier for all, and the raised
tactile markings highlight the temperature
dial and increase in size to indicate how the
temperature is raised. Plus, the easy-glide,
friction grip showerhead holder means you
can adjust the showerhead height easily.

Added safety
When you need extra help in the bathroom,
choose accessories which will give you added
support when you need it most. Our grab rails
help you keep your bathroom looking stylish
whilst providing added security. These grab
rails can double up as a shower riser rail to
your showerhead or a towel rail, depending
on the configuration you choose. It’s the
simple touches that make all the difference.

04

INDEPENDENT LIVING
BATHROOM

Making your bathroom safe, doesn’t mean compromising on style. If you’re designing a bathroom
with later life in mind, then begin your project with the Mira Advance Flex electric shower
and add helpful touches to your bathroom such as the Mira Grab Rails and Shower Seat.
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Create the look
We have picked out the following products to help you get started with your own
independent living bathroom project. You can find a full list of prices starting at page 87.
For more design inspiration, visit the Help me choose section on our website.

Mira Advance Flex

Mira Comfort

Mira Grab Rails

Electric Shower

Monobloc Basin Tap

400mm, 500mm, 600mm

Mira Leap

Mira Premium Seat

Extended Sliding Door Enclosure

Available in black or white
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Awardwinning
design.
Combining fluid beauty with geometric
precision, the Mira Fluency design
delivers an iconic, contemporary look.
Winner of both an iF award and
Red Dot award for product design.

Take a
closer
look.
The Aspects Collection bears
all the quality you would expect
from Mira. Featuring 7 stunning
design styles, each Mira tap has
its own distinct and unique look.
Ranging from contemporary to traditional,
minimalist to statement, our taps have been
designed to be easy to use and maintain.
Whilst they differ in style, they are identical in
quality – made from the highest quality materials
and manufactured to exceptional standards.
The entire range has universal fit, meaning that
each tap is designed to fit onto any existing
pipework, making installation simple.
Within the range there are bath, basin
and bath/shower mixer options available.
To view the full range, visit our website.
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1. Fluency
2. Precision
3. Virtue
4. Evolve
5. Honesty
6. Comfort
7. Revive
8. Evolve
9. Comfort
10. Honesty
11. Precision
12. Revive

Enhance your
showering
experience.
Mira showerheads are engineered to deliver
your ideal showering experience. Whether it’s
powerful and invigorating or soothing and
relaxing, we have the spray to suit your mood.

01
02
03
04
05
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Mira Beat 110mm showerhead
Mira Beat deluge showerhead
Mira Beat fixed showerhead
Mira Nectar showerhead
Mira Realm ERD showerheads

01

03

02

05

04
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Switch your
experience.
Award-winning design, sensational performance.
Using Switch button spray technology, you can
select between 4 unique spray experiences.
Saturate – a fully drenching spray; Stimulate –
concentrated energising spray; Soothe – soft spray
for sensitive skin; Soak – fine soaking water spray.
Perfectly suited to sensitive skin, the Mira Switch
showerhead has been dermatologically
accredited by the Skin Health Alliance.
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Turning
showering
on its head.
Experience 4 unique spray patterns with our Mira 360
showerhead. Featuring Mira Flipstream™ technology, you
can enjoy 4 different spray experiences by simply flipping
your showerhead. Rain – a fully drenching spray; Burst – an
awesome sheet of massaging water; Storm – a breathtaking,
saturating downpour; Cloud – soft and soothing yet
surprisingly soaking. Find the spray to suit your mood.

01 Mira Switch chrome showerhead
02 Mira 360 white/chrome showerhead

02

Hasslefree shower
installation.
Our Supply and Fit service includes a brand new
shower, plus our full manufacturer’s warranty, installed
by our expert team of field service technicians.
Why choose our Supply & Fit service?
We understand how important it is for you to receive your new shower
quickly, so we aim to get your new shower supplied and fitted within 3 days
of booking; so you could have a brand new shower sooner than you think!
• Highly trained, Mira employed field service
technicians carrying out your installation
• Peace of mind that your shower is being installed to our specifications
• The benefit of our full manufacturer’s product guarantee
• 8/10 installations completed within three days
• The service is available across Electrics, Mixers,
Power Showers & Shower Pumps
• Friendly, knowledgeable UK-based contact centre available
six days a week to help advise on your options
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Here to help.
We hope that you’ll find all of the inspiration you need to begin your bathroom project,
from our brochure. However, if you’re looking for a bit more advice, to discuss your options or
have a specific question, then why not give our award-winning Customer Service team a call?
Our team are fully trained, making them Mira specialists, and are based at our HQ in Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire. They work alongside our team of 50+ Mira Field Technicians, who are fully
trained to help repair or install your Mira shower. From choosing the perfect new shower or
replacing an existing shower, to trusted after-sales support, our team are happy to help.

Call now for FREE on 0800 001 4040
or visit mirashowers.com/support
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Products & prices.
We hope you’ve found all the inspiration you need to begin your bathroom project.
Over the following pages you will find an overview of the numerous Mira product options –
from showers to taps, trays and enclosures. To guide you through your options and help you
in the planning stages of your new bathroom, we’ve included indicative price bands.
To view the complete Mira range, simply visit mirashowers.co.uk. Here you will find all Mira
products as well as the detailed product information, including guarantees you may need in order
to make your selection. If you’re still looking for inspiration, our Help Me Choose tool provides
you with the style options that suit the size and type of bathroom you’re looking to design.

Once you’ve found the perfect bathroom products,
simply order directly from our website.

www.mirashowers.co.uk
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Digital Showers

£419 - £549
Mira Mode Bath

Mira Mode Bath

Mira Mode

Mira Mode

Mira Mode

HP/Combi Mixer

Pumped Mixer

HP/Combi Mixer Rear Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Ceiling Fed

Pumped Mixer Rear Fed

1.1874.001

1.1874.002

1.1874.003

1.1874.007

1.1874.004

£419 - £549

£569 - £699

Mira Mode

Mira Platinum

Mira Platinum Shower

Mira Vision Shower

Mira Vision Shower

Pumped Mixer Ceiling Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Rear Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Ceiling Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Rear Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Ceiling Fed

1.1874.008

1.1666.200

1.1666.001

1.1797.003

1.1797.001

Mira Platinum

Mira Platinum

Mira Vision

Mira Vision

Mira Mode Dual

Pumped Mixer Rear Fed

Pumped Mixer Ceiling Fed

Pumped Mixer Rear Fed

Pumped Mixer Ceiling Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Rear Fed

1.1666.201

1.1666.002

1.1797.004

1.1797.002

1.1874.005

£569 - £699
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Bath Filler

Bath Filler

£569 - £699
Mira Mode Dual

Mira Mode Dual

Mira Mode Dual

Mira Mode Dual

HP/Combi Mixer Ceiling Fed

Bath/Shower HP/Combi Mixer Bath/Shower Pumped Mixer

Mira Mode Dual

Pumped Mixer Rear Fed

Pumped Mixer Ceiling Fed

1.1874.009

1.1874.011

1.1874.012

1.1874.006

1.1874.010

Mira Vision Dual

Mira Vision Dual

Mira Vision Dual

Mira Vision Dual

Mira Platinum Dual

HP/Combi Mixer Rear Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Ceiling Fed

Pumped Mixer Rear Fed

Pumped Mixer Ceiling Fed

HP/Combi Mixer Rear Fed

1.1797.103

1.1797.101

1.1797.104

1.1797.102

1.1796.003

£769 - £839

Additional Controllers

£769 - £839

£129 - £149

Mira Platinum Dual

Mira Platinum Dual

Mira Platinum Dual

Mira Vision Controllers

Mira Platinum Controllers

HP/Combi Mixer Ceiling Fed

Pumped Mixer Rear Fed

Pumped Mixer Ceiling Fed

1.1796.001

1.1796.004

1.1796.002

Single Outlet 1.1797.005
Dual Outlet
1.1797.107

Single Outlet 1.1666.011
Dual Outlet
1.1796.007
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Mixer Showers

£139 - £199
Mira Agile S Eco EV

Mira React EV

Mira Relate EV

Mira Coda Pro EV

Mira Agile S EV

1.1736.400

2.1878.005

2.1878.001

1.1836.005

1.1736.401

£139 - £199

£229 - £299

Mira Minilite EV

Mira Agile EV

Mira Minilite BIV

Mira Minilite BIR

Mira Agile Eco EV

1.1869.001

1.1736.402

1.1869.003

1.1869.004

1.1736.422

Mira Agile Store EV+

Mira Element S EV

Mira Adept BIV

Mira Adept BIR

Mira Miniduo Eco EV

1.1736.413

1.1910.001

1.1736.404

1.1736.405

1.1663.241

£229 - £299
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£229 - £299
Mira Adept Eco BIV

Mira Miniduo EV

Mira Adept BIR+

Mira Element S BIV

Mira Element S BIR

1.1736.423

1.1663.004

1.1736.416

1.1656.002

1.1869.003

Mira Agile Sense EV+

Mira Miniduo BIV

Mira Miniduo Eco BIR

Mira Relate ERD

Mira Coda Pro ERD

1.1736.412

1.1663.008

1.1663.243

2.1878.002

1.1836.006

£229 - £299

£229 - £299

£319 - £399

Mira React ERD

Mira Miniduo Eco BIV

Mira Element SLT EV

Mira Silver BIR

Mira Agile ERD

2.1878.006

1.1663.242

1.1656.001

1.1628.003

1.1736.403
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Mixer Showers

£319 - £399
Mira Silver EV

Mira Silver BIV

Mira Element SLT BIV

Mira Element SLT BIR

Mira Select EV

1.1628.001

1.1628.002

1.1656.012

1.1656.013

1.1592.005

Mira Realm ER

Mira Miniluxe ER

Mira Agile Sense ERD+

1.1735.001

1.1660.007

1.1736.414

Mira Realm ERD

Mira Select Flex

Mira Adept BRD

Mira Miniluxe w/Diverter

Mira Adept BRD+

1.1735.002

1.1679.001

1.1736.406

1.1660.015

1.1736.415

£319 - £399

£429 - £519
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£429 - £519
Mira Excel EV

Mira Excel BIR

Mira Excel BIV

1.1518.300

1.1518.307

1.1518.303
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Electric Showers

£129 - £245
Mira Vie White

Mira Jump Multi-fit

Mira Vie Chrome

Mira Meta

Mira Elite QT

8.5kW - 1.1788.004
9.5kW - 1.1788.005

7.5kW - 1.1788.477
8.5kW - 1.1788.010
9.5kW - 1.1788.011
10.8kW - 1.1788.012

8.5kW - 1.1788.512
9.5kW - 1.1788.513
10.8kW - 1.1788.514

8.5kW - 1.1895.004
9.5kW - 1.1895.005
10.8kW - 1.1895.006

9.8kW - 1.1845.001
10.8kW - 1.1845.002

£259 - £295

£300 - £345

Mira Sport

Mira Sport Multi-fit™

Mira Advance

Mira Sport Max

Mira Sport Thermostatic

7.5kW - 1.1746.001
9.0kW - 1.1746.002
9.8kW - 1.1746.003
10.8kW - 1.1746.004

9.0kW - 1.1746.009
9.8kW - 1.1746.010

8.7kW - 1.1785.001
9.8kW - 1.1785.002

9.0kW - 1.1746.007
10.8kW - 1.1746.008

9.0kW - 1.1746.005
9.8kW - 1.1746.006

£335 - £385

£419 - £559

Mira Advance Flex

Mira Advance Flex Extra

Mira Azora

Mira Escape

Mira Galena

8.7kW - 1.1785.003
9.8kW - 1.1785.004

9.0kW - 1.1785.005

9.8kW - 1.1634.011

Chrome
9.0kW - 1.1563.730
9.8kW - 1.1563.011

Metallic Silver
9.8kW - 1.1634.082
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£419 - £559
Mira Galena

Mira Galena

Mira Galena

Black Flock
9.8kW - 1.1634.083

Light Stone
9.8kW - 1.1634.084

Slate
9.8kW - 1.1634.117

Power Showers

£179 - £229

£369 - £469

Mira Vigour

Mira Vigour

Mira Event XS

Mira Event XS

Manual

Thermostatic

Manual

Thermostatic

1.1532.354

1.1532.353

1.1532.003

1.1532.002
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Showerheads

£20 - £24

£27 - £45

Mira Beat

Mira Nectar

Mira Response

Mira Logic

Mira Logic

9cm Single Spray, White

9cm Single Spray, White

9cm Four Spray, White

9cm Four Spray, White

9cm Four Spray, Chrome

2.1703.009

2.1703.001

2.1605.103

2.1605.177

2.1605.176

Mira Nectar

Mira Beat

Mira Beat

Mira Nectar

Mira Response

9cm Four Spray, White

9cm Single Spray, Chrome

9cm Four Spray, White

9cm Single Spray, Chrome

9cm Four Spray, Chrome

2.1703.002

2.1703.011

2.1703.010

2.1703.003

2.1605.106

Mira Nectar Eco

Mira Nectar

Mira Beat

Mira Beat Eco

Mira Nectar Eco

9cm Single Spray, Chrome

9cm Four Spray, Chrome

9cm Four Spray, Chrome

9cm Four Spray, Chrome

9cm Four Spray, Chrome

2.1831.009

2.1703.004

2.1703.012

2.1831.003

2.1831.004

£27 - £45

£27 - £45
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£27 - £45
Mira Beat

Mira Switch

Mira Nectar

Mira Everclear

Mira Nectar

11cm Four Spray, White

13cm Four Spray, White

11cm Four Spray, White

9cm Single Spray, Chrome

11cm Four Spray, Chrome

1.1605.238

2.1605.262

1.1740.618

2.1605.111

1.1740.617

£27 - £45

£60 - £100

Mira Beat

Mira Eco

Mira Switch

Mira 360m

Mira Beat

11cm Four Spray, Chrome

9cm Three Spray, Chrome

13cm Four Spray, Chrome

1.1605.237

2.1605.112

2.1605.261

11cm Four Spray,
White/Chrome

9cm Showerhead &
Arm, Chrome

2.1688.001

1.1740.578

9cm Three Spray, White
2.1605.110

£60 - £100
Mira Beat Deluge

Mira Beat Deluge

Mira Beat Deluge

Mira Beat Deluge

20cm Overhead, Chrome

20cm Overhead, White

25cm Overhead, Chrome

25cm Overhead, White

1.1799.001

1.1799.002

1.1799.003

1.1799.004
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Shower Fittings Kits

£64 - £70

£72 - £80

Mira Response

Mira Beat

Mira Nectar

Mira Logic

Mira Beat

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

White/Chrome

2.1605.156

2.1703.016

2.1703.391

2.1605.154

2.1703.015

Mira Nectar

Mira Eco

Mira Beat

Mira Nectar

White/Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

2.1703.390

2.1605.163

2.1703.016

2.1703.006

£72 - £80

£109 - £120
Mira Flex

Mira 360m Classic

Chrome

White/Chrome

1.1603.125

1.1688.005
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Shower Accessories

£115 - £125
Mira Shower Seat

£170

White

Mira Premium
Shower Seat

Mira Premium
Shower Seat

2.1536.128

White/Chrome

Dark Grey/Chrome

White/Chrome

2.1731.001

2.1731.002

2.1536.129

£48

£135 - £160

£233

Mira Grab Rail
Clamp Bracket

Mira Grab Rail
400mm

Mira Grab Rail
500mm

Mira Grab Rail
600mm

Mira Grab Rail
400 x 700mm

2.1888.007

2.1888.003

2.1888.004

2.1888.005

2.1888.006

Mira Response Hose

Mira Logic Hose

Mira Smooth Hose

1.25m, Chrome Plastic
1.1605.167
1.75m, Chrome Plastic
1.1605.168

1.25m, Chrome Metal
2.1605.166
1.75m, Chrome Metal
2.1605.139

1.25m, Chrome
1.1605.249

£24 - £32
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Mira Shower Trays
Mira Flight

£69 - £159

£125 - £209

£115 - £160

Mira Flight Square

Mira Flight Rectangle

Mira Flight Quadrant

Width: 760 / 800 / 900mm

Width: 900 / 1000 / 1200 / 1400mm

Width: 800 / 900 / 1000mm

Mira Flight Low

£69 - £169

£125 - £295

£115 - £179

£119 - £179

Mira Flight Low Square

Mira Flight Low Rectangle

Mira Flight Low Quadrant

Mira Flight Low Pentagon

Width: 760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

Width: 900 / 1000 / 1200 / 1400 / 1500 /
1600 / 1700mm

Width: 800 / 900 / 1000 / 1200mm

Width: 900 / 1200mm

Mira Flight Safe

£99 - £234

£169 - £415

£159 - £249

£169 - £249

Mira Flight Safe Low Square

Mira Flight Safe Low Rectangle

Mira Flight Safe Low Quadrant

Mira Flight Safe Low Pentagon

Width: 760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

Width: 900 / 1000 / 1200 / 1400 / 1500 /
1600 / 1700mm

Width: 800 / 900 / 1000 / 1200mm

Width: 900 / 1200mm
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Mira Flight Safe Colour

Titanium
Grey

Taupe

Grey
Anthracite

£135 - £205

£229 - £369

£209

Mira Flight Safe Colour Square

Mira Flight Safe Colour Rectangle

Mira Flight Safe Colour Quadrant

Width: 800 / 900mm

Width: 1000 / 1200 / 1400mm

Width: 900mm

Mira Flight Walk-in

£259 - £324
Mira Flight Walk-in
Width: 1400 / 1700mm (Left or right hand)
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Shower Enclosures

£170 - £185

£190

£285 - £310

£320 - £330

Mira Leap Side Panel

Mira Leap Inline Panel

Mira Leap Pivot Door

Mira Leap Extended Pivot Door

Depth: 700 / 760 / 800 / 900mm

Width: 400mm

Width: 760 / 800 / 900mm

Width: 1000 / 1200mm

£350 - £380

£250 - £280

£340 - £370

£240 - £280

Mira Leap Sliding Door

Mira Leap Double Sliding Door

Mira Leap Bi-fold Door

Mira Leap Quadrant

Width: 1000 / 1100 / 1200 / 1400mm

Double Sliding Door Pack
Double Sliding Panels:
1500 / 1600 / 1700mm

Width: 760 / 800 / 900 / 1000mm

Quadrant Door Pack
Quadrant Panel Packs:
800x800 / 900x900 / 1000x800 /
1200x800 / 1200x900mm

£290 - £315

£430 - £720

£280 - £340

Mira Leap Pentagon

Mira Leap Walk-in

Mira Leap Divider Panel

Pentagon Panel Packs:
900x900 / 1200x900mm
(add Pivot or Bi-fold door pack to complete)

Walk-in: 1400 / 1700mm
Walk-in with Side Panel:
1400x800 / 1700x700mm

800 / 900 / 1000 / 1200mm
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Bathscreens & Wall Panels

£199

£289

Mira Bathscreen

Mira Bathscreen

Mira Bathscreen

Mira Bathscreen

Single Panel, Curved

Single Panel, Sail

Single Panel, Square

Twin Panel, Square

1.1863.065

1.1863.066

1.1863.064

1.1863.004

£37 - £124

£181 - £214

£141 - £158

Mira Flight Wall Panel

Mira Flight Wall Panel

Mira Flight Wall Panel

Mira Flight Wall Panel

Mira Flight Wall Panel

Basin Splash Back, White
1.1669.071.WH
Bath Splash Back, White
1.1669.072.WH

760mm Full Height, White
1.1669.100.WH

800mm Full Height, White
1.1669.101.WH

900mm Full Height, White
1.1669.122.WH

1200mm Full Height, White
1.1669.102.WH

Taps
Mira Fluency
Mira Fluency Single
Lever Basin Monobloc
2.1828.001

£154
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Taps
Mira Comfort

£80 - £154
Mira Comfort

Mira Comfort

Mira Comfort

Mira Comfort

Mira Comfort

2-hole Basin Pillars

Single Lever Basin
Monobloc

2-hole Bath Pillars

Single Lever 2-hole
Bath Mixer

Single Lever 2-hole
Bath Shower Mixer

2.1818.004

2.1818.005

2.1818.002

2.1818.003

2.1818.001

Mira Evolve

£84 - £144
Mira Evolve

Mira Evolve

Mira Evolve

Mira Evolve

Mira Evolve

2-hole Basin Pillars

Single Lever Basin
Monobloc

2-hole Bath Pillars

Single Lever 2-hole
Bath Mixer

Single Lever 2-hole
Bath Shower Mixer

2.1816.004

2.1816.005

2.1816.002

2.1816.003

2.1816.001

Mira Honesty

£94 - £154
Mira Honesty

Mira Honesty

Mira Honesty

Mira Honesty

Mira Honesty

2-hole Basin Pillars

Single Lever Basin
Monobloc

2-hole Bath Pillars

2-handle 2-hole Bath Mixer

2.1815.003

2.1815.004

2-handle 2-hole Bath
Shower Mixer

2.1815.002

2.1815.001
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2.1815.005

Mira Precision

£80 - £154
Mira Precision

Mira Precision

Mira Precision

Mira Precision

Mira Precision

2-hole Basin Pillars

Single Lever Basin
Monobloc

2-hole Bath Pillars

Single Lever 2-hole
Bath Mixer

Single Lever 2-hole
Bath Shower Mixer

2.1817.004

2.1817.005

2.1817.002

2.1817.003

2.1817.001

Mira Revive

£70 - £164
Mira Revive

Mira Revive

Mira Revive

Mira Revive

Mira Revive

2-hole Basin Pillars

2-handle Basin Monobloc

2-hole Bath Pillars

2-handle 2-hole Bath Mixer

2.1819.002

2.1819.001

2.1819.003

2.1819.004

2-handle 2-hole Bath
Shower Mixer
2.1819.005

Mira Virtue

£60 - £164
Mira Virtue

Mira Virtue

Mira Virtue

Mira Virtue

Mira Virtue

2-hole Basin Pillars

2-handle 1-hole
Basin Monobloc

2-hole Bath Pillars

2-handle 2-hole Bath Mixer

2.1820.003

2.1820.004

2-handle 2-hole Bath
Shower Mixer

2.1820.002

2.1820.001

2.1820.005
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Notes:
Use this space to help you get started with your bathroom project.
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All our prices are inclusive of VAT.
Due to the process of continuous development, Mira reserves the right to make product and pricing changes without prior notice.
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